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NOTES

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov  (1844–1908)
Russian Easter Festival Overture, Opus 36  (1888)
 
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov: one of the “Mighty Five.” Like the other indomitable 
composers of that infamous group, he is known primarily for his musical 
representations of Russian nationalism. Despite the Five’s interest in folk sounds, 
it took some time for Rimsky-Korsakov to actively pursue liturgical music as a 
line of nationalist inspiration. After working at the court chapel, Rimsky-Korsakov 
took a closer look at Russian Orthodoxy’s nationalist potential. His Russian 
Easter Festival Overture of 1888 is one such example of a nationalist work that is 
grounded in a Russian expression of Christianity.

At this time, Rimsky-Korsakov was famous, but mainly so in his own country. When 
he composed, he focused more on his fellow Russians rather than catering to 
a broader European audience. Indeed, his own remarks on the overture can 
feel alienating to us today: “In order to appreciate my Overture even ever so 
slightly, it is necessary that the hearer should have attended Easter morning-
service at least once and, at that, not in a domestic chapel, but in a cathedral 
thronged with people from every walk of life with several priests conducting 
the cathedral service.” Ultimately, Rimsky-Korsakov’s remarks equip us with 
the potential to imagine such a scenario, and the piece’s enduring renown 
amongst international audiences demonstrates a broader appeal than he 
perhaps ever anticipated.

The work premiered under the direction of the composer in December 1888. 
Drawing on quotes from the Russian Easter liturgies and incorporating orchestral 
effects based on the Easter soundscape, Rimsky-Korsakov condenses a day of 
celebration into a single movement in sonata form. The piece begins with a 
lengthy slow introduction. Contrary to their excited titles, the chants “Let God 
Arise!” and “The Angel Wailed” are used to depict a mystical and sparse Easter 
morning. The two chants alternate, with the first melody returning in the unison 
trombones. Orchestral effects, including muted brass, cadenzas, shimmering 
strings, and harp arpeggios signal the great solemnity of Easter morning. Here, 
the composer imagined “the holy sepulcher that had shone with ineffable light 
at the moment of the resurrection.” This moment then leads to the celebration 
of Easter—the allegro signals the beginning of the exposition. Church bell 
effects, vivacious brass, and the melody “Christ is arisen” depict the joyous 
celebration. But in addition to the representation of a Christian holiday, Rimsky-
Korsakov also reveled in what he saw as pagan aspects of the Russian Holy 
Day—revelry, Easter loaves, candles, and festal pomp. The development is a 
return to calm piety as a solo trombone intones another chant. Soon, stoic piety 
gives way to debauchery as the now-familiar themes make their return in a 
vivacious recapitulation.

Rimsky-Korsakov’s overture offers performers and listeners a wide range of 
orchestral treats, including numerous solos for trombone, cello, violin, flute, 
and timpani (among others), inventive orchestral effects, gossamer cadenzas, 
and sparkling percussion. The brilliant orchestration brings to life many different 
facets of an Easter celebration, a sonic cornucopia of springtime delight.
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NOTES

Franz Schubert (1797-1828)
Symphony No. 8 in B minor, “Unfinished,” D. 759 (1822)

Left incomplete by a composer occupied with other tasks, Franz Schubert’s 
Symphony No. 8 is an entrancing work that prevents similar distraction in the 
listener. While the work makes use of time-honored classical forms, its bewitching 
themes look ahead to the Romantic nineteenth century. Lyrical and memorable 
melodies are pitted against orchestral outbursts and plaintive doldrums in 
gripping ways that are hard to anticipate. Its brooding opening and placid end 
craft a balanced arc that is complementary despite its unfinished state.

The first movement, in B minor, is one of anguish and suffering. Notable more for 
its emotional impact than its conventional use of sonata form, this movement’s 
abruptly shifting moods take on a nightmarish quality. The brooding opening 
theme in the low strings—and the mystical woodwind melody that follows—
both set the stage for an uneasy journey with no immediate resolution. The 
secondary theme, a contrasting cello melody in G Major has all the qualities 
of a dance with none of the joy. Its lyricism, momentum, and buoyancy are 
nothing more than a short-lived ruse; its levity is a farce. The development 
begins with the same troubled theme that opened the work. Now in E minor, 
the theme’s familiarity is subverted. The melody is at the same time anchoring 
and disorienting, begging the question, “Where are we?” The stark contrasts of 
the exposition are no match for the swirling development with its heightened 
outbursts and restrained passages of unease. The recapitulation is generally 
standard fare in terms of its adherence to the progression of the exposition. 
The woodwind melody returns in B minor, though the dancelike theme is now 
in D Major. Any relief brought by the familiarity of these themes is soon washed 
away by a coda that eschews panic and anguish in favor of suspenseful dread.
 
However, the opening of the slow second movement reveals itself as a 
panacea; the E Major horn call brings an immediate and assured sense of relief. 
A modulation to the relative minor ushers in the lyrical secondary theme first on 
solo clarinet and later, solo oboe. An eddying passage follows the otherwise 
graceful melody, but it lacks the teeth of the fearful first movement. Ease and 
contentment reign supreme despite occasional orchestral flare-ups. Both 
themes return a second time—a sonata form without development. Another 
stormy passage takes the reins, but tranquil safety returns soon enough. The 
movement, and thus the symphony, ends quietly in a relaxed E Major, the 
horrors of the opening long forgotten.
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Serge Rachmaninoff (1873-1943)
Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, Opus 43 (1934)

It is not surprising that Serge Rachmaninoff sought inspiration in one of the most 
legendary virtuosi of the early Romantic age, but his resulting Rhapsody on a 
Theme of Paganini is anything but predictable. This technical tour-de-force is 
more than a flashy showpiece; rather than focusing solely on the talents of the 
performer, our attention is drawn to the wide array of characters that the soloist 
brings to life. This vast set of variations borrows its theme from Paganini’s Caprice 
No. 24 for solo violin, a melody also used by musicians from Johannes Brahms 
to Benny Goodman. But rather than beginning with a clear statement of the 
theme, Rachmaninoff skips it in favor of an introductory flourish and the first 
variation. The theme then follows in the orchestra with pointillistic contributions 
from the piano. For the next variation, the roles are reversed, and the piano is 
off to the races. The variations increase in fervor until the sixth variation, which 
slows the tempo but features no reduction in virtuosity. Lush harmonies and 
sparkling sixteenth-note figures lead to the understated carillon-like seventh 
variation. Here, the infamous Dies irae chant makes its first appearance in the 
piano as a modification of the theme; its presence here may inject death into 
these character pieces, or it could be a simple curiosity. The eighth variation is 
heavy and grunting while the ninth is insistent and urgent, but it is not until the 
end of the tenth variation that we are granted a moment to rest.

The enveloping eleventh movement is first dormant and then fluttery, while 
the thirteenth hearkens back to the heft of the eighth and the bell qualities 
of the seventh. Like the eighth variation, the fourteenth features the Dies irae 
chant in the piano. The longest and most well-known variation of them all is 
the eighteenth. Here, the piano functions as both singer and accompaniment. 
A gorgeous song without words, the piano is showcased by itself before the 
heartfelt strings join with the melody. Both nostalgic and intensely longing, this 
variation is impassioned and sumptuous. The next four movements grow steadily 
more frantic and are capped off with a cadenza. Rather than capping off the 
work with a learned fugue, Rachmaninoff opts for a flashier ending. As the train 
threatens to fly off the rails, the piano pulls back the momentum to prevent 
a crash. Once again in control, the piano leads the way to a spectacular 
conclusion and injects a comical last word.--Chandler Hall under the direction 
of Bernardo Illari
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UPCOMING EVENT

April 24 – Symphony Orchestra & Grand Chorus – Conductor - Allen Hightower
Igor Stravinsky  (1882-1971):  Symphony of Psalms  (1930; rev. 1948)
Francis Poulenc  (1899-1963):  Gloria  (1960) with Nereida Garcia, soprano soloist


